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Conversations in Tarangambadi: Caring for the Self in

Early Eighteenth Century South India1

EUGENE F. IRSCHICK

In their commentary about the Tswana, John and
Jean Comaroff have questioned the usefulness of con-
version as an analytical category. In their work, they note
that Protestant conversion activities were “decided by a
serendipitous and superficial overlap of two very differ-
ent orders of meaning and value.” They also believe that
“Given the mounting evidence of the ‘shallow-
rootedness’ of the new faith, the meaning of conversion
itself became debatable.”2 In this article I want to re-
introduce the notion of conversion as a much more
wide-ranging set of activities that questions the one-way
orientation usually associated with conversion. In this
narrative I want to respond to what Dipesh Chakrabarty
has called the “more affective narratives of human be-
longing.”3 In the account that follows I wish to show
that conversion is a process of examining one’s life and
physical body and changing it for both the missionary
and for the target of conversion. The goal of this relig-
ious conversion, that is to say the conversion that the
Christian missionaries wanted to bring about, was ulti-
mately transformed not into converting the “heathen,”
but was a mechanism where the missionary was himself
converted to a local way of thinking. The main project
in the article is the way in which this conversion made
the thinking of the locals and the missionary into a ho-
mogenous entity, where the missionary discovered in the
local terms and thinking about health a fulfillment of
his own religious conversion goals.

The major argument of the article is that a part of
the chemistry of this conversion process involved the
mutual invocation by the missionary and the local indi-
viduals of certain ways of thinking that were implicit in
the local Tamil world. These ways of thinking or knowl-
edges were available to be used, and could be relatively
easily invoked, and therefore later became the central
element in the way by which this conversion of both the
missionary and the locals expressed itself.

The health project that was implicit in this mutual
conversion process ultimately was enhanced by many
other forces and agents. It is of some interest that the
Tamil cultural area where the missionary arrived in the

early eighteenth century, by the twentieth century be-
comes one of the most modern in India and achieves
zero population in the 1990’s.

The long conversation between the missionary and
the focus of his interest takes place on the Tamil coast
in the southeastern part of the Indian sub-continent in
the early years of the eighteenth century in a seaport
called Tranquebar or Tarangambadi controlled by the
Danish East India Company.

Arriving in the Middle of Things

Tranquebar or Tarangambadi, which means “the
singing of the waves” in Tamil, was a Danish colonial
port that lay on the Tanjavur coast of Tamil south India
that was also on the edge of the Tanjore Maratha king-
dom that lay centered to its west. The Tanjavur area was
a deltaic area that had been a site for commercial rice
agriculture for many hundreds of years. Since the time
of the Chola kingdom at the turn of the second millen-
nium C.E., the Kaveri or Cauvery River valley had been
subject to settlement by brahmans who had been
granted villages whose irrigated rice lands had been
serviced by Dalit, formerly “untouchable,” agricultural
slaves. The Chola kingdom was also characterized by
many urban settlements.

In the eleventh century the Tanjavur Chola rajas
started to create a state, one of whose goals was to as-
sure that the security of both the agriculture and its
population was not at risk. In late Chola times, there-
fore, the king had a very large masonry dam “1,080 feet
in length, 40 to 60 in breadth, and 15 to 18 in depth”
constructed.4 NaaTTaars or local heads of territorial
units called naaTus, the periynaaTTaar, and the brah-
mans played a critical custodial function in villages prior
to the coming of the Telugus or VaTukas from the
north.5 VaTukas or Vadugas came to play an important
cultural and economic function on the Tanjavur coast.
By the late eighteenth century they were a very signifi-
cant part of the Danish colonial administration and
formed perhaps six percent of the port’s population.6

 Under one of the successor kingdoms of the Vijaya-
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nagar kingdom, the Nayakas of Tanjavur in the seven-
teenth century, this irrigation technology was enhanced
and the surplus income was paid to the state in money-
taxes after the Maratha kingdom became ensconced in
the area in 1674. Many artificial lakes or tanks were also
excavated to enhance the production of rice, which was
exported to the Malabar Coast in large amounts. Cloth
woven in seventeenth century Nayaka times was also
known for its quality and cheapness. There is likewise
much evidence to show that the Nayaks of Tanjavur
and their successors the Maratha Rajas fed many thou-
sands of brahmans (annadaana).7 One British writer in
the early part of the nineteenth century wrote that the
Tanjore irrigation system “must certainly be considered
one of the finest in the world. It is indeed very doubtful
whether there is any tract of country artificially irri-
gated, that can, upon the whole, compete with it, con-
sidering its extent, its population, the comfort of the
people, the revenue it yields, and the climate.”8

Tarangambadi town consisted of a Danish port and
fifteen villages in the late seventeenth century, only
about 250 of the 6,000 people who lived there being
Europeans. Most of the European soldiers were not
Danes but, in fact, German.9 Arriving on the coast just
as the dominance of the Portuguese was beginning to
wane, Wöllum Leyel, the Danish Commander from
1643 to 1648 also welcomed the Portuguese who were
trying to get away from the Dutch. When the Portu-
guese were turned away by the Dutch and the English at
Negapatam, St. Thome, Manar, and Sri Lanka they
found refuge at Tarangambadi. It was natural therefore
that the Portuguese language remained the local lingua
franca from the middle of the seventeenth century well
into the eighteenth century. Leyel, in addition, permitted
the Portuguese to build a Catholic church in Tarangam-
badi “because we are anyway obliged to tolerate idols.”10

In Tarangambadi Muslims were locally referred to as
Moors. They were mostly Dakhni-speakers who origi-
nated from North India, Arabia, and the northeastern
coast of Africa. Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg and Heinrich
Pleutschau, the first two German Protestant missionar-
ies, reported that these maraikkaayars and others were
merchants “whose trade was greater than the people
they called Heathens [i.e. the local Tamils and Telugus].”
Ziegenbalg, the first Protestant missionary to India, at
first wanted to believe that these Muslims were great
enemies of the Christian missionary project.11 Later evi-
dence shows that both the local Muslims and he had
many of the same religious and bodily projects in mind .

When Ziegenbalg and Pleutschau arrived in Taran-
gambadi in 1706, they also found themselves in a politi-
cally vulnerable position. Shahji, the Maratha raja or
king of Tanjavur, was in the process of building a sub-
stantial economy based on rice. Contemporary evidence
placed the rice production of Tanjavur at about 400,000

tons that came from 5,735 villages. According to some
historians, this production can be considered a “not in-
significant part of the subcontinent’s total grain pro-
duction.”12 Shahji harassed the Catholic Christians in his
kingdom (just to the west of Tarangambadi) because he
despised the methods employed by the Portuguese
Catholic missionaries. Seven years previously, in 1699,
Shahji had surrounded Tarangambadi with 14,000 cav
alry and infantry.

. In the event, arms from the British at Fort St.
George helped the Danes to intimidate Shahji and his
army.13 This did not prevent Shahji from surrounding
Tranquebar or Tarangambadi for six months in that
year. Shahji also stopped the Danish slave trade that
caused great economic loss to the Danish company.

Just two years prior to the arrival of these Protestant
missionaries in Tarangambadi at the French port of
Pondichéri, just to the north on the Tamil coast, Jesuits
had tried to take over political control of the city. Jesuits
had already been responsible for the palace revolution in
Siam. Jesuits also wanted to establish a theocratic state
in Pondicheri like that in Paraguay based on “authority
derived from the position the order held in the favor of
Louis XIV.”14 In Pondicheri, the Jesuits were responsible
for antagonizing a temple crowd during a festival.
“Forty thousand Hindus who attempted to leave the city
were turned back by French sentries at the gates, which
the French factor François Martin had ordered to be
locked, and a revolt broke out which lasted for twelve
days.”15

Therefore, when Ziegenbalg and Pleutschau began to
preach in Tarangambadi, this aroused the anxiety of the
Danish commandant, Hassius. Hassius felt that Shahji,
the raja of Tanjavur, would again interfere in Taran-
gambadi if the missionaries were to start a rebellion. In
June 1707 Pleutschau preached a sermon in which he
said, “You who are ruling, test yourselves, whether you
do faithfully what you are commended to do, whether
you prefer promoting the work of the Lord to hindering
it, and whether you bother more about God’s glory than
your own.” Hassius, the Governor, replied to
Pleutschau, “Who has given you people permission to
attack me from the pulpit and speak as if you are hin-
dered in your ministry? In this way you could easily
cause a rebellion.”16 Between November 19, 1707 and
March 26, 1708 Hassius imprisoned Ziegenbalg to tem-
per his enthusiasms. As a result, both Ziegenbalg and
Pleutschau became more and more aware of their vul-
nerability in a site where the Maratha Raja of Tanjavur
would not tolerate conversion and where Hassius would
not consent to preaching that went against his political
authority.

It is also of interest to understand what kind of local
social system Ziegenbalg was surrounded by. One sev-
enteenth century Tamil text celebrates both the bringing
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together of Saivism and Vaishnavism in the Tamil
country. It also praises the practice of agriculture among
the a group of agricultural jatis called paLLis who
abused the higher jatis (sub-castes) while they say that
the paddy that the paLLis produce is certainly good
enough for the higher jatis to eat. Therefore, the story
projected by the MukkuuTar PaLLu text is a very con-
tentious one.17 What is of equal importance for us is the
formulation of organic dependence and cooperation,
which this text and the discourse that produced it ar-
ticulate:

The areca nut tree, which crowds in, carries the young
coconut of the coconut tree, which grows very high.
The areca nut tree gives its nuts to the mango tree that
has joined it. The mango gives its fruit to the jack
fruit, which allows its own fruit to hang down. The
jack fruit makes the banana tree bow down and causes
the bunches (of bananas) to dip down. The branches
of the pomegranate bear the banana tree…./ A lotus
stretches up its head and touches a shoot of green
ginger at the edge of the tank [lake]. The ginger that is
steady touches the leaf of the turmeric gently and
strokes it. That turmeric becomes affectionate with
the ripening heads of paddy that are moving back and
forth. That ripening grain gives its hand to the ripen-
ing sugar cane (vv., 25, 26)

According to this textual formulation, coherence and
mutual dependence are critical for the continuance of
Tamil society.

Ziegenbalg himself also wrote an account of con-
temporary Tamil society. In his assessment of this soci-
ety, he emphasized not the differences between the
brahmans and those later called non-brahmans, nor the
difference between the so-called non-brahmans and
those later called Dalits or “untouchables,” but rather
sought to present the whole society from “top to bot-
tom” as a Shudra society.18 Though he speaks about the
“untouchability line” in his account, he gives the names
of all the jatis or sub-castes in a consolidated list, with
the “Shudra Brahmans” at the top all the way through
groups who ordinarily live in the forest. Gita Dharam-
pal-Frick contends that Ziegenbalg’s presentation of
Tamil society does not assert the existence of a rigor-
ously structured system, but rather of a society that is
growing organically around occupational differentiation,
a formulation that mediates groups who were mutually
dependent upon one another. 19 Ziegenbalg shows, for
instance, that many groups, among them the “agricul-
turalist” vellalas, could cultivate the land if they sought
to. Furthermore, he writes that persons from a variety of
different jatis could, through hard work and intelligence,
become persons of rank in positions such as kings,
counselors, poets, schoolmasters, governors, or other
high ministers. This was a society, according to Ziegen-
balg, that was not at all rigid but allowed the individual

considerable room for personal ambition. In many ways
his picture is one that reflects the kind of formulation
found in Cynthia Talbot’s work on early fourteenth
century Andhra where titles indicated individuals who
had been successful in their ambitions.20

From our perspective, what is even more important is
that Ziegenbalg’s orientation does not particularly em-
phasize any specific group that represents either juridical
power or authority. Rather, he wants to depict the soci-
ety as an organic structure whose constituent elements
are dependent upon each other. In fact, there is a sense
where the formulation of the MukkuuTar PaLLu is very
similar to what Ziegenbalg himself describes. Dharam-
pal-Frick says that Ziegenbalg also brought to his em-
pathetic study of Tamil society his own rural experi-
ences of hierarchy in Lausitz where he was familiar with
a similar, though not quite so variegated situation in the
late seventeenth century. She writes that his analysis did
not look on the Tamil social system as one in which the
individual was paralyzed by a coercive ordering (Zwang-
sordnung) but rather as a framework for trade and life
that oriented and endowed individual life goals with
considerable space for fulfillment. She considers that
change is accordingly central to this Tamil system of
group organization in the early eighteenth century. 21 It
was into this competitive, relatively open and mobile
social and political system that Ziegenbalg and his col-
league Pleutschau came in 1706.

The Nature of the Project
Ziegenbalg wrote in 1709 that, “The Inhabitants [of

Tarangambadi] are partly white Europeans, partly white
tawny Portugueze, and partly yellow Moors; but for the
most part, black-brown Malabarians.  [Tamils]” Ziegen-
balg, speaking of European ignorance of local condi-
tions, noted that, “Very few white Europeans would be
able to tell you the names of such towns and villages,
which is why they often have seven other names which
they have come up with arbitrarily.” “Few of the white
Europeans know the Names of these sundry towns and
Villages [that Ziegenbalg has just mentioned, and is
proud about knowing], which is the reason they fre-
quently give them quite other names, according as their
Fancy leads them.”22 Ziegenbalg mentions this to sug-
gest that he is a different kind of person. He knows the
names of the towns that he goes to and feels that he
does not recall the name of a town “just out of Fancy.”
The point is that in his descriptions of much that he
sees, he is defining himself by what he is not.

 In the same context, Ziegenbalg penned an account
of the various kinds of weather in Tarangambadi. “As
for my self [in comparison to the other pale Europe-
ans], the greater the Heat is, the better I enjoy my
Health; it agreeing so well with my constitution, that I
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seldom as yet felt any inconveniency by it: Nay I should
find it rather somewhat strange, if I should happen to
return to Europe again in a cold, and chilly Winter.” 23

The young Ziegenbalg (he was 24 years old in 1707)
wants to show that though he was sick most of the time
while he was in Europe, on the Tanjavur coast he was
healthier than the other Europeans there.

When Ziegenbalg and his colleague Heinrich
Pleutschau got to Tarangambadi they therefore found
that they had problems articulating what they were.
Over and over again they had to define themselves by
exclusion. Though they had come with the presumption
that their religion was morally superior to that of the
local society, they were everywhere reminded that local
people looked on them as hopelessly ignorant and un-
clean. For instance, in 1706, a few months after their
arrival on the Tanjavur coast, Ziegenbalg wrote, “Truly,
the Malabarians being a witty and sagacious people, will
needs be managed with a great deal of Wisdom and
Circumspection. Our School-Master argueth daily with
us, and requireth good Reasons and Arguments for
every thing. We hope to bring him over to the Christian
Knowledge; but he is confident as yet, that one time or
another, we shall all turn Malabarians and in this hope,
he takes all the Pains Imaginable, to render things as
plain and easie to us as possibly he can.”24 In other
words, the old school master always hoped that the two
missionaries would totally abandon Christianity and mi-
grate to another, more Tamil, point of view.

Some local individuals were much more direct in their
criticism of the missionaries. In March 1714, one local
person who appears to have been a local Tamil mer-
chant stood up and said that the local residents thought
of themselves as a very happy, understanding people.
Their society was well regulated. They didn’t require
anything that the body and soul needed. Therefore, they
wondered why Europeans criticized their religion. Do
we look like monsters? Don’t we have as much under-
standing as you do? The things manufactured here are
greatly in demand by Europeans. What would move us
to change our religion?25

Naturally, there was a grand pre-history to these re-
marks that needs a fuller articulation. Even before they
had converted anybody, the missionaries had to contend
with the behavior of the resident Europeans in the port-
city of Tarangambadi. For instance, one day when
Ziegenbalg went outside the boundaries of Tarangam-
badi to the north along the coast to a neighboring town
named Anandamangalam, he started talking to a group
of people who had surrounded him. This was in 1709
before his colleague Pleutschau had left and before his
later colleague Ernest Greundler had arrived. On that
occasion he spoke to the group about the necessity to
settle one’s spiritual accounts with God daily, to elimi-
nate any problem at the last judgement. One member of

the group then asked him “Do all the Blanks [Whites,
Blanken] understand what you say? Do they all speak as
you do? What is the Reason, that coming amongst us
they are bent on nothing but on doing of Mischief; that
having carouzed [caroused] it a while amongst us, and
indulged themselves in excessive Drinking, they turn us
out of our own Houses in their mad Pranks?” “Why
can’t you tell them the same Things you tell us?”26 “This
Heathen nation is naturally inclined to Candour and
Honesty towards those that are of the same Religion
with them,” wrote Ziegenbalg in 1709,” but then they
shew but little Regard to our European Christians, among
whom they have for these Hundred and Fifty Years past,
observed innumerable bad and disorderly Doings.”27

Once, in 1707, when Ziegenbalg asked a group of lis-
teners what they thought of the behavior of the Euro-
pean Christians, they would not answer until Ziegenbalg
assured them that they would not be harmed for what
they said. Then they said that, “they considered Chris-
tians to be a most stupid and ignorant people who never
thought of God or of eternity.” When Ziegenbalg asked
them how they could say that when the Christians had a
church there in Tarangambadi where singing and
preaching went on three times a week, where all the
Europeans were present. His listeners replied that they
certainly heard and saw “us.” But they “believed that the
priests taught nothing in church but how to eat and
drink, to game and ill-treat the Blacks.” Local individuals
“did not understand the Danish language in which the
service was conducted but seeing the actions of the
congregation immediately after it, never doubted but
these were the lessons they had learned.”28 Again, some
of Ziegenbalg’s listeners asked him why he could not
say the same thing to the European Christians as he had
said to the local people. Ziegenbalg replied, “They have
the Word of God in their Hands: They hear us preach
constantly on Faith and Repentance; but they proving dis-
obedient to what they hear, make ineffectual the Word
that is preached to them. For this Reason we are now
come to you; if perhaps the Word may have a better
Effect upon you than it hath upon them.” 29 Therefore,
at the very beginning of his Tarangambadi experience
Ziegenbalg wrote, “mistakes in our life as Christians are
greater than what falseness we want to show them in
theirs.” He also concluded that for anybody who sought
to move among the local people it was critical that they
live a “clean life.”30

Behavior among local Christians

In fact, it was commonly believed that the Europeans
themselves, and particularly Christianity, had introduced
dishonesty, drinking, and immorality into a pristine, un-
touched native world. 31 Even before he got to India,
Ziegenbalg “discovered” the local people he called the
“Hottentots” as a foil to local Christian society at the
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Cape of Good Hope. He wrote that the local Africans,
“make us Christians ashamed in many Particulars. They
are very kind to one another, and so communicative in
their Love, that if one has something that is good, he
shareth it among all the rest. They are content with very
little, If you will give them a Ducat they will hardly take
it, requiring only a Groat, by reason they don’t use to
spend more in a Day; and they are Unconcerned for the
Morrow. They are very ready to serve one; If one giveth
‘em a Groat, they will run as many Miles for it as you
please. They are very faithful in things committed to
their Care, and never pilfer the least Farthing from the
Christians, tho’ they should see great Store of Money
about them. They are not seized with the Plague of
Ambition, Covetousness, and of anxious Cares for the Belly.
Like our Christians in Europe.” 32 As soon as Ziegenbalg
and Pleutschau arrived in Tarangambadi they discovered
a variegated society that was characterized by openness
and the possibility for personal fulfillment. But Taran-
gambadi was also a colonial port city partly based on the
slave trade.

It is of interest that Ziegenbalg’s and Pleutschau’s
earliest converts to Christianity were slaves that worked
there. Moreover, much of the earliest concern of the
missionaries was with what happened to the slaves once
they had been converted to Lutheran Pietist Christianity.
It goes without saying that much of the interaction with
local society over conversion was with individuals in the
lower reaches of that society. What made the question
of behavior even more complicated for the missionaries
was that they were part of this colonial society where
meat was eaten and alcohol was consumed. Therefore,
to establish moral superiority for themselves in this en-
vironment was extraordinarily difficult. More than any-
thing else, the missionaries had to demonstrate that not
only their form of religion, but the behavior that their
religion engendered was superior to local religious and
social manners.

Seen from this perspective, it was natural that mis-
sionary commentary about the “bad behavior” of local
Christians litters the pages of the Hallesche Berichte or
Halle missionary Reports and their personal correspon-
dence. In addition, an important goal of both the
“Malabarische Korrespondenz [Tamil Correspon-
dence]” and the various “Conferences” that Ziegenbalg
and Ernest Greundler set in motion was to learn exactly
what were the feelings of local people toward local
Christian demeanor. It is not, therefore, shocking to
read that these inquiries and interchanges generated a
vast array of comments from local people about what
they felt was inappropriate in this conduct. Ziegenbalg
noted that because these Christians lived in the charmed
environment of a Danish colonial port they could not
be criticized so readily. However, were the Christians to
be in the adjoining kingdom of Tanjavur, they would be

very severely criticized and mistreated.33 That Ziegen-
balg had to confine his conversion goals to people
within the villages and urban region of Tarangambadi
was a given from the start of his Tanjavur experience.
Despite his great desire to convert people from outside
Tarangambadi in the Tanjavur kingdom, he apparently
attempted this only once. Ziegenbalg reported that soon
after he got to Tarangambadi, he made a trip beyond the
border of the Tarangambadi territory. At the edge of
the Tanjavur kingdom he changed his black clothes and
put on local white garments with a turban on his head.
He also wore a white ankavastiram with a red stripe over
his shoulder. In the course of his travel some officials of
the Tanjavur raja recognized him, and told him that it
was too dangerous for him to travel beyond the Taran-
gambadi borders. As a result he came back late that
night, but concluded that it was not possible to travel in
the Tanjavur kingdom without the permission of the
raja.34 It was clear both from this episode and others
that Ziegenbalg wanted to be free of the constraints of
the colonial environment that Tarangambadi presented.
He also admitted that he found working with local
Christians far easier than with resident Europeans.
Moreover, he felt that the Christians in Europe could
learn from the behavior of ordinary people on the Tan-
javur coast. 35

Naturally, the local people found both resident Euro-
pean and local Christian behavior intolerable. Christians
(Europeans and locals) ate beef, used the left hand to
eat after they had defecated, and used alcoholic drink. 36

One commentator, Alleppa, possibly the author of
many of the responses to the missionary inquiry that
came to make up the “Malabarische Korrespondez,”
wrote that Christians, “perform very few good works,
give very few alms, have no penitences, willingly accept
presents, drink strong drinks, illtreat animals and use
them for food, care very little about bodily cleanliness,
look down upon all others as inferiors and are very ava
ricious, proud and passionate, Indeed, our Brahmans say
that the white people are descended from the giants,
that they do not know the difference between good and
evil but sin continuously.”37

As a matter of fact, the kind of discipline that
Ziegenbalg was seeking to articulate to his Tamil listen-
ers was not akin to the “penances” in a society that
sought to torture the body. On one occasion when
Ziegenbalg was speaking about the need for people to
become penitent, a brahman said that among “You
Christians” no one had ever seen anybody who was
penitent. He then gave lots of examples of local “peni-
tents” who engaged in a variety of self-torturing be-
haviors. Ziegenbalg said this only showed that these
atonements were not the will of god but were the will of
man. He said that until they changed their behavior and
heart none of the penances would mean anything. He
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also said that Christians did not undertake any unusual
penance or ways of life.38 The point here is that Ziegen-
balg’s idea of penance had more to do with a decision
to change one’s will and thinking rather than torment
one’s own body. A part of his thinking also implied the
operation of capillary knowledges that did not honor
the sovereign but expected each person to work for the
development of a society on a microphysical basis.

Other movements occurred at the microphysical level
to incite people to learn how to take care of their bodies
to prepare them for a long and productive life. It was,
therefore, during this same period that another equally
important religious discipline that honored a group of
saints called siddhars and that was popular among many
men, acquired a following. The siddha system was a
(right hand) tantric set of beliefs that was articulated by
a series of individual saints many of whom wrote po-
ems in the Tamil of ordinary people. Unlike the religio-
political system described by David Shulman or by Su-
san Bayly, the siddha system oriented itself toward the
microphysical needs of individuals. Interactions between
locals and missionaries were part of a general move
ment to bring these knowledges into discourse. Siddha
belief and practice was not based on scripture and was
very hostile to the kinds of brahmanic religion articu-
lated by texts called the Puranas. siddha practitioners
believed that to attain moksha or mukti (Tamil for “salva
tion” or “release”) it was necessary to have a healthy and
strong body. According to Kamil Zvelebil, siddhas
sought to suppress bhakti and were typified by anti-
ritualism and anti-ceremonialism. There was also a stress
on ethical principles and a quest for knowledge. It was
quintessentially a socially radical movement. A critical
part of siddha thinking was the need to pay great atten-
tion to one’s body in order to make it strong and resis-
tant to disease. Medicine and alchemy were accordingly
critical parts of siddha preoccupation. siddhas empha-
sized moral behavior and right conduct. According to
them the worst sins were anger, lust, and egoism.39

Among the ranks of siddha practitioners were two
Muslim saints. K. Kailasapathy considers that the siddha
system and the Sufism that these Muslim saints repre-
sented “were responding to numerous varieties of local
cultures in Tamil Nadu and taking up similar stances.”40

Therefore, siddhars were more concerned with the mi-
crophysical individual body and individual subjectivity
than with temple religion and kingly juridical power.
They were interested in both the care of the self and in
ways to develop a civil society that argued the impor-
tance of having a strong and healthy body as technolo-
gies of the self not from the top-down but from below.

We know, for instance, that many individuals con-
tested siddha systems of discipline and health in a large
variety of contexts ever since the twelfth century.
Moreover, even though siddhars attacked bhakti devo

-

tees, Padma Kaimal shows that it is possible to see a
strong continuity between the divine and human body in
bhakti portraiture as well. In her thinking, “divine images
and human portraits may represent linked points along a
continuum  rather than a starkly contrasting opposi-
tion.”41 Kaimal concludes that in the various areas on
which she worked

the concept of the Self was integrally linked to the
physical body, which in turn integrated all aspects of
the devotee: emotions, spirituality, thought, ecstasy,
and the peculiar marks of individuality. As the Self
was fully integrated, so were the devotee and the lord
perceived as joined by continuities. Through its physi-
cal idiosyncrasies and through communicative gesture,
the body served as a bond rather than an obstacle to
union with the perfect divine body.42

These struggles over the function of the body helped to
create silences at the same time as they widened the cur-
rency of those knowledges themselves.

For Foucault, this “technological” enterprise involves
several discrete activities. “Each person has the duty to
know who [s]he is, that is, to try to know what is hap-
pening inside him [or her], to acknowledge faults, to
recognize temptations, to locate desires; and everyone is
obliged to disclose these things either to God or to oth-
ers in the community and, hence, to bear public witness
against oneself.” 43

 At the same time, local siddhar thinking and practice
was already oriented to the operation of these kinds of
decentered capillary knowledges. Still, the care of the
self implicit in the siddhar system had to be significantly
altered in order to function effectively for a moral sub-
ject. But at the same time, siddhar emphasis on care of
the body and not torture of the body to please Civam
gave it more of a kinship to modern ideas of care of
the self as a personal discipline that was bound to lead
to a productive and long life

The Tamil Land and Tamil Culture as a Local Site
As soon as Ziegenbalg started studying Tamil and

Tamil culture he was immediately struck by a large
number of similarities between what he was studying
and the kind of religious, social, and political phenom-
ena to which he was accustomed in Europe. In many
ways he was learning to localize his approach. By local-
ize I mean a process by which he made Christianity ap-
propriate to local Tamil usage. Likewise, as soon as he
could articulate his localizing ideas in Tamil, he found
that people to whom he spoke were seeking to relate
what he said to their own cultural repertoires. Local re-
sponses suggested quite clearly that his verbalizing
quickly evoked ideas and notions that seemed to have
deep and formidable resonances in local culture. It
seems clear that what Ziegenbalg was evoking were a
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large series of subjugated knowledges that bubbled up
everywhere because they were now being used for new
purposes to create a society from below. By thinking and
studying in this way he was formulating a way that was
also later adopted by the Hindu reformer Raja Ram
Mohan Roy when he went to England. 44

 What Ziegenbalg said invoked this process of par-
ticipation in knowledge production that had a history of
struggle within Tamil society. Tamil society had for
many hundreds of years been the site where conflicts
arose about Jainism, Saivism, and many other religious
systems. This conforms to Foucault’s observation that
these subjugated knowledges have “historical contents
that have been buried and disguised.” They are “a whole
set of knowledges that have been disqualified [in the
past] as inadequate to their task or insufficiently elabo-
rated: naïve knowledges, located low down on the hier-
archy, beneath the required level of cognition or scien-
tificity.”45 Foucault’s formulations point to a long
historical process where knowledges compete to find a
place in scientific or erudite knowledge in society. Nor-
bert Elias also argues that these subjugated knowledges
only find their place in the society when they seem to
reflect common everyday requirements.46 Ziegenbalg’s
strategies in seeking to get the local people to change
their lives required that he use words and phrases out of
Tamil literature with which his hearers were more fa-
miliar than even he was. Since he wanted to see things
from the inside, and his audiences understood this, his
adoption of these Tamil words and phrases provoked a
mutiny of subjugated knowledges that overtook and
turned back on Ziegenbalg’s own intentions.

Faced as he was by a European population (including
some of the missionaries47) who broke all the local rules
of cleanliness and proper decorum, Ziegenbalg spent
more and more time learning Tamil, the language of
most local people. In the same way as the “Hottentot”
language that Ziegenbalg felt was “very uncouth, and a
sort of Gibberish, which no Body can learn,”48 most
“Christians in Europe consider that the Tamil heathen
are a very barbaric people who know nothing either in
the matter of learning or moral usage. This is a result of
the fact that Tamil is unknown.” Ziegenbalg also admits
to the fact that when he first got to Tarangambadi he
could not imagine that Tamil was a completely regular
language. As a result, he had many false conceptions
about what the Tamils did, believing that they had “no
civil or moral law.” But as soon as he had been learning
Tamil for even a short time and could speak with each
and every one of them he was “gradually freed from
this presumption.” By this mechanism he felt that he
could entertain better notions about Tamil and Tamil
culture. As a result he came to the conclusion that Tamil
books could be read and that among the Tamils precise
philosophical disciplines were set forth somewhat like

what would be sought after by the learned in Europe.49

“Though they are in great error and thick darkness,” he
wrote,

both with regard to their lives and teaching, yet I
must declare that my conversations with them have
often led me to deeper consideration of many sub-
jects, and that both in theology and in philosophy I
have learned much of which neither I nor other stu-
dents had thought before. I remember that many
learned people in Europe have written on the man-
ner in which the heathen ought to be converted, but
there was no difficulty in this, as there was no one
but themselves to contradict them. If these men
were to come here, they would find that for one rea-
son, which they brought forward, the heathen would
have ten to oppose them. It requires great wisdom to
converse with such people, and to bring them to a
conviction that their heathenism is false and our
Christianity true. Neither Logic, nor Metaphysics, but
God alone can give this wisdom.50

It is therefore clear that the more he studied Tamil and
Tamil behavior the more the vaunted Western moral
and intellectual superiority tended to collapse.

By the end of 1708 he and his Tamil teachers had
read a total of 119 Tamil texts, all on palm leaf manu
scripts, all the words joined together without any spaces
between them and all without any punctuation. These
Tamil teachers were either “the old teacher,” who was
always trying to make Ziegenbalg into a Malabarian51 or
the Company dubash known either as Allepa[n] or as
Arumugam. In many ways, despite the fact that Ziegen-
balg mentions Allepan very infrequently in his corre-
spondence, 52 Allepan’s function for both Ziegenbalg,
and later Ernest Greundler, seems to have been similar
in many ways to the role that Shankarayya played with
Francis Whyte Ellis in the discovery of Tamil and
Dravidian. 53 Allepan not only helped to teach Ziegen-
balg and Greundler Tamil but also was the author of
many of the letters written to the missionaries in the
“Malabarische Korrespondenz.” This teaching and
authorship of “native letters” helped to communicate
knowledges about local society. Allepan was historically
placed to perform a series of critical historical functions
at the given moment when Ziegenbalg and Greundler
were in Tarangambadi. Both for the “old teacher” and
Allepan the historical forces around them made them
into individuals who articulated these enabling and coer-
cive knowledges.

Conversion as Care of the Self - I
One definition that Ziegenbalg gave for the moral

subject was the person who was transformed from
within, whose goal was to seek salvation. He gave this
definition to a series of individuals who were doing
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penance. He said, “If you have any hopes for salvation
you must let yourself be placed by God in a position in
which you will have the strength to avoid evil and do
good.”54 As part of the same discussion with some indi-
viduals who were doing penance, he said, “you need to
avoid sins and be able to do good. In this way a com-
plete transformation will take place within you and you
will become an entirely different person in heart, mind,
disposition [Gemüth], understanding, will and all the
powers of the soul, so that everyone will be able to see,
from your external behavior, that a spiritual change has
taken place within you.” 55

Some of the people who were with him in this dis-
cussion replied,

That is all very well, that you are concerned about us,
and we can tell that you want to convert us to your
Christian religion, but we have heard since we were
little that no religion is worse than the Christian. It is
true that we have never heard or read anything sub-
stantial in our language about your religion, but we
can tell by the way Christians live that their religion is
not good. And if only those make it to heaven (are
those) who stick to the straight and narrow path that
you have described, then not very many of you Chris-
tians will attain salvation. Every day we see things with
our own eyes that are disgusting to us; surely God will
be even more disgusted by such things. But please do
not lose your temper when we tell you what we
think.56

In fact, Ziegenbalg was well known for not losing his
temper.

Ziegenbalg said that his hearers were making their de-
cision on the basis of seeing how these Christians lived,
not on the basis of Christian laws. These were Chris-
tians in name only and not in deed. Ziegenbalg asked
the local people to look at their own lives and see
whether he was a good example on the basis of the
“word of God.” These local listeners told Ziegenbalg
that they had been informed that it was, in fact, only
possible to attain salvation by refusing to adopt any be-
lief at all, not to go to the temple nor perform any ex-
ternal ceremonies, but instead remain above all religions
and to “honor the being of all beings.” Ziegenbalg
agreed that both TiruvaLLuvar and Shiva Paakkiyam
[Civavaakkiyar] had written well about “the foolishness
of your idolatry, your dirty rituals in the temples, a con-
tempt for all things, striving for a virtuous way of life,
and the internal and external composition of white
people.”

What was even stronger than a revulsion against
white behavior was the feeling that the present was a
time of great moral uncertainty. In many of these “Con-
ferences,” for instance, Ziegenbalg reported that his
listeners often claimed that the world was turned upside
down. In December of 1707 Ziegenbalg related a dis-

cussion with some people who said that “everything is
confused,” and they didn’t know what to do. Ziegenbalg
urged them to free themselves from this bewilderment.
He felt that they should not use the “sorry state of the
world” as a way not to do something about its whims.57

For him, the project to become a good moral subject
was more urgent. Again, in early 1708, Ziegenbalg re-
counted an incident where he was visited by a number
of Muslims from the neighboring Tamil port-town of
Negapatam. One of these Muslims was a “holy man” or
“priest.” It is clear in this and many other contexts that
Ziegenbalg looked upon his work as a mutual activity
that involved everyone in his particular universe. What is
even more striking is that people heard about or found
out about it and went to see him with a similar intent.
One Muslim holy man recounted that there was impi-
ousness among not only Christians, but also among
Muslims and what we would later call “Hindus.”
Ziegenbalg replied that since both he and the Muslim
were “priests” shouldn’t they somehow try to see how
they could restore the situation? Yes, replied the Muslim,
but how can we do this in such disadvantageous circum-
stances? Ziegenbalg said that the first priority was to
bring order into one’s own life. We have to commit our
bodies and souls to God, he said. If we begin by im-
proving ourselves God will show us a way out of the
corruption of the present. Next, the Muslim “priest”
looked at Ziegenbalg and said that he had not wished to
believe what he had heard about Ziegenbalg until that
moment. However, now that he saw and heard him he
was astounded to hear a Christian speak in this man-
ner.58 Again, at the end of July 1708, while Ziegenbalg
was visiting a rest house or chattiram for travelers on his
way back from a trip to a Dutch seaport called Nega-
patam, he had several more discussions with people
about what they considered to be the sad state of the
times. When he was there an old man stood up and said
that it was the Kaliyuugam, the fourth stage of the world,
when everything was confused and full of imperfec-
tions. According to Ziegenbalg, the old man said that
there were so many different opinions about the nature
of God and the names of God, a person did not know
what to choose. When this period had passed, things
would be again put right, all the people of the world
would agree about these things.59 In 1714 Ziegenbalg
said that he was amazed to see that among Muslims
there was a prophesy that there would be a great altera-
tion in religious affairs and that they would be visited by
men to undertake this change. The old “Hindu”
schoolmaster said that the “Hindus” also had prophe-
cies to the same purpose as the Muslims, “who have
made great alteration in these Countries of late Years, In
matters of Religion.”60 Wherever Ziegenbalg turned
among the local population he was confronted by the
feeling that the whole world was in turmoil.
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In this “time of troubles,” Ziegenbalg was particularly
preoccupied in trying to discover the “fundamentals” of
Tamil culture. One of the ways he undertook this pro-
ject was by looking at Tamil aphoristic literature, akin to
the work of C.P. Brown and M.W. Carr for Telugu.
Brown’s interest in Veemana was also in the “rejection
of brahmanical privilege and hierarchy, ritual, and em-
phasis instead on cultivating the moral person in the
body—even to the point that there's a strong alchemical
component.”61 One aspect of Ziegenbalg’s efforts
found fruit in the translation of three works of Tamil
“wise sayings” or “Tamil-Spruchweisheit.”62 These three
were included in a work called “Malabarishe Sittenlehre,
Kondei Wenden: oder, Malabarishe Moralia, Ulaga Nidi:
oder, Weltliche Gerechtigkeit.” 63 Kamil Zvelebil con-
tends that this was probably the earliest translation from
Tamil into a non-Indian language. Ziegenbalg’s principal
interest lay in understanding the relation between texts
and behavior in Tamil society. In his account of “Ulaka
Niiti” or civil law, Ziegenbalg wrote that he had trans-
lated it into German

just to find out what kind of morality exists amongst
such heathens. It is the first book the school children
study, yet all those rules are never properly explained
to them. Whenever I visit a school and ask some
youngsters what certain things mean they are always
unable to give me a satisfactory answer. The same
happens in the case of other books dealing with
ethics, they are learnt by heart but without proper
understanding; just as we Christians often learn the
Catechism by heart without understanding it.64

Ziegenbalg used his interest in this kind of literature to
try to understand the weakness of his conversion appeal
to Tamils. He noted, for instance, that another “morality
book” “Muuturai” by Auvaiyaar,

shows that even after the wretched fall of man those
heathens had the Law written in their hearts. This
fact manifests itself again and again in their litera-
ture, and I can truly say that I have found a much
higher level of morality in their books and in their
speech than was common among the Greek and
Roman heathens. Therefore, if one leads a pious and
virtuous life amongst them, they are in full agree-
ment with us Christians and they love those who
have devoted themselves to virtue; but if one tells
them about Christ, the importance of baptism, and
other things necessary for the attainment of bliss,
they will not argue but at the same time they will re-
fuse to accept one’s word, saying that a man who
leads a good life will reach a good place after his
death, one who leads an evil life will find himself in
an evil place of residence whether he was a heathen,
a Turk, a Jew, or a Christian.65

Ziegenbalg was also the author of the first connected
account of Tamil literature.66 In addition, he wrote two

works on what we would today call “Hinduism.” One of
them, Geneologie der Malabarischen Goetter, did not get a
good reception back in Halle by August Hermann
Francke, who felt that Ziegenbalg should have been
spending his time converting the “heathen” instead of
writing about their religion. It was worked over by many
hands and was first published in Berlin in a mutilated
version in 1791 and later fully in 1861.67 Ziegenbalg also
wrote another work called Malabarisches Heidenthum that
he composed to correct some of the things he had
written in the Geneologie. Malabarisches Heidenthum, unlike
the Geneologie, was hardly touched by his successors in
Germany, but also was not published until 1926.68

Two authors who seemed to be “fundamental” to
Tamil culture and who at the same time argued the need
for a moral life were TiruvaLLuvar and Civavaakiyar. In
commenting on the work of Civavaakiyar, a fourteenth
century Tamil siddhar poet, Ziegenbalg wrote that, “he
did not believe in any religion but only in leading a vir-
tuous life.” At present the author [Shiva Paakiyam or
Civavaakiyar], wrote Ziegenbalg, “had many devotees in
the Tamil country.” These followers only read the
author’s books and “pay no attention to the ceremonies
performed in the temples in honour of the gods.”
Ziegenbalg said that

I had many discussions with them; usually they agree
with my idea of virtue [Ziegenbalg’s notion of moral
behavior] but just as they do not want to take note of
their own gods and the different aspects of their own
faith, in the same way they are also not interested to
hear about Christ and the attitude of the Christian re-
ligion. I have met such people amongst the Moors…
too. They lead a very restricted life and talk only about
virtues.69

Ziegenbalg’s testimony as to the popularity of Civava
akiyar’s work and thinking among all religious groups is
enhanced by his statement that, “Parts of the Schiva
paikkiyam [Civavaakiyar] are frequently found amongst
the Malabaris [Tamils] and, since the disciples of the
author know that their teacher’s name is well respected
by all Malabaris, they often compose such ethical works
and bring them out under his name; this happens in
Europe too.” 70 Civavaakkiyar’s popularity at Ziegen-
balg’s time was a product of the operation of knowl-
edges that were being taken up again in order to per-
form new historical tasks. One of these projects was to
enhance an individual’s subjectivity.

Ziegenbalg’s experience shows that Civavaakiyar’s
ideas and words were part of a long historical struggle
in which many contemporary devotees composed verses
in his style and attributed them to Civavaakiyar. This
also suggests that Civavaakiyar’s ideas and words seem
to have found a resonance in contemporary society as
what Foucault calls an “insurrection of subjugated
knowledges.”71
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Conversion as Care of the Self - II

The missionaries and their respondents spoke a great
deal about the relation between political-juridical power
or kinds of knowledge that we can call the technology
of power and domination, and their other interest,
which was in learning how to govern the
self—conversion—or the technology of the self. This
technology of “domination,” says Foucault, “deter-
mines the conduct of individuals and submit[s] them to
certain ends or domination, and objectivizing of the
subject.” 72 According to Foucault, the technology of
the self, “permits individuals to effect by their own
means, or with the help of others, a certain number of
operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts,
conduct, and way of being, so as to transform them-
selves, in order to attain a certain state of happiness,
purity, wisdom, perfection or immortality.”73 In effect, in
Tarangambadi Ziegenbalg and those he worked
with—Allepan, the old school teacher, women, the peo-
ple in the crowds, brahmans, Muslims, and chil-
dren—were preoccupied with the elements that made
up the striving to be a moral subject, with the interface
between the technology of the self and the technology
of domination, with subjectivity.

These technologies of the self were a critical part of
becoming a moral subject.74 Ziegenbalg said that true
conversion consisted in a changing of the will, so that
one was not so willful and listened better without get-
ting angry. This was so that one became more devoted
to the deity. In one way he was speaking about the gen-
eral project of the pietistic relationship of Leib and
Seele—body and soul—so that one could learn how to
live an orderly life as a moral subject. According to
Ziegenbalg, this “conversion process,” whereby one
changed oneself, could not be undertaken by oneself
alone. One needed the help of the deity. Ziegenbalg was
reacting to several of his hearers who believed that they
could enter upon the project of becoming a moral sub-
ject without becoming a Christian. There are several
places in his book Malabarisches Heidenthum [Tamil
Heathenism] of 1711 where he feels that the local
“natural” religious behavior puts Christian comport-
ment to shame. In 1709 he wrote that, “many Christians
… could learn from them [local people].”75 In Ziegen-
balg’s view, this “natural” moral behavior is based in
large part on the ideas of the Tamil yogis or Tamil
siddhars.

Once Ziegenbalg had discovered Civavaakiyar it was
thereafter clear that the Tamil siddhars were engaged in
a holistic project that had a number of similarities to the
pietistic one that Ziegenbalg and the other missionaries
“brought with them.” One physician who articulated
holistic ideas about the unity of Leib (body) and Seele
(soul) was Christian Friedrich Richter (d. 1711). Rich

-

ter’s most important work was called Kurtzer und deutli-
cher Unterricht von dem Leibe und Nateurlichen Leben des Men-
schen [A Short and Clear Lesson about the Body and the
“Natural” Life of Man] that appeared in Halle in 1705.76

Richter provided Pietists from Halle with conception of
“nateurlichen Leben.” Correspondingly, it had an im-
portant technical significance for the missionaries as
well. Richter wrote that just as when two things unite
they produce a new thing, likewise when the body (Leib)
and soul (Seele) unite they produce a new entity called
the nateurliches Leben, which, because it has different
characteristics, is called one’s nature.77 It was in part this
technical meaning of the “nateurliches Leben” that in-
formed Ziegenbalg’s analysis of Tamil society and re-
ligion. Ziegenbalg and the other Pietists thought that
their holistic insight into the relation of Leib and Seele
was their exclusive preserve. It was also informed by the
notion of “natural religion” that people like the Tamils
were thought to have as a matter of definition. They
would have innate knowledge of morality and a mono-
theistic god innately.78 Therefore, the more Ziegenbalg
read Civavaakyar and other Tamil works like Auvaiyaar’s
Muuturai the more he believed that Tamil “nateurlich”
behavior, the joining of the body and the soul, was a
function, at least in part, of this on-going Tamil micro-
physical project.79 Arguing that the siddhars appeal to
their listeners not to undertake disciplines, ceremonies,
and bathe themselves in water as a way to rid themselves
from sin, he says instead that they emphasize the need
to be silent. They stress steadfastness, holiness, and
vigilance. They want people to be composed and calm.80

Ziegenbalg goes on to connect this orientation of the
siddhars to a general tendency in the population to act
in charitable ways in giving alms. He says that people
seek not only to remove their sins but also act so as to
reach salvation with certainty. Therefore, he said, one
finds houses in every street and in all towns and cities
where travelers rest and where strangers can live. People
also provide water there for people to drink, an act that
in India is considered an act of charity. He also notes
that the few ordinary people one sees begging are those
who are lame or blind or poor.81

For the siddhars and for Civavaakiyar in particular the
physical body was not the site of decay but was some-
thing to protect and enhance. Kamil Zvelebil has written
that, “The body is no longer a source of pain and
temptation, but the most reliable and effective instru-
ment of man is his quest to conquer death and bondage
[for the siddhars]. Since liberation can be gained even in
this life, the body must be preserved as long as possible,
and in perfect condition.” 82 Zvelebil also cites the Tiru-
mantiram, by another siddhar named Tirumuular, (late
sixth to early seventh century). Tirumuular writes,
“Mistakenly I had believed the body to be imperfect /
But within it I realized Ultimately Reality.” “Those who
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let the body decay, destroy the spirit; /they will not at-
tain the true, powerful knowledge, / I have learned the
art of how to foster the body;/ I fostered the body, and
I fostered the soul” (v. 725). 83 Civavaakiyar also believed
in the great importance of a person’s physical body. He
wrote, “This simple body is the place where the Lord
lives” (v. 272). Accordingly, therefore, the aim of yoga
saatanaa is kaayasitti or the perfection of the body. Every
siddhar was a “spiritual alchemist” par excellence and
the goal of yoga saatanaa is kaayasitti, which means the
cultivation of the body or “transformation of the body
into immortal essence.”84

Moreover, worshipping through the traditional relig-
ious texts had no value whatsoever for siddhars. More
important was to have Sivam or Civam (not Civan)
within you. He wrote, “When the time of death ap-
proaches, will the Vedas help? / It’s enough to know
god even for a second, and keep Civam inside you. /
Then what kind of sickness can affect the body?” (v.13).
It is K. Kailasapathy’s contention that the siddhas did
not worship the personal god Sivan, but the abstract
quality Sivam, which means “goodness” or “auspicious-
ness” and the highest state of god. 85 At one point,
Civavaakiyar wrote that, “The quality of Civam is the
Lord and me together” (v. 291).

What a siddhar sought was to bring Civam inside one,
a little like lightning. In the same way as when “lightning
develops, spreads and recedes, just like Civam who stays
inside me, and comes back to me” (v. 124). What was
indeed central to siddhar thinking was the necessity not
to bathe in “sacred” tanks and visit “sacred” temples,
but to have Civam within you. This is how Civavaakiyar
said it: “You brahmans make the recitation of the
Shaastirams sound like the law/ when the time of death
approaches, will the Vedas help? / It’s enough to know
Civam even for a second, and keep it inside you/ Then
what kind of sickness can affect the body? /Then you
will get power, knowledge and moksha [mukti]” (v. 13).
In another verse he wrote, “Oh dumb people who wan-
der and run around the town, the land and the forest,
suffering/ The highest of the highest is spread every-
where in the earth and the sky/ Know that the highest,
is directly within you, remain with that feeling!” (v. 28).
“Oh poor people who seek to bathe yourself in the sa-
cred waters/Where is the place where the sacred waters
are, …/After it is clear to you that the sacred waters are
within you/ Then the sacred five syllables are the sacred
waters itself, there is nothing more”(v. 64).86 Moreover,
“Civam is indeed inside and you and you yourself can
know and feel him” (v. 306).

Therefore, the goal is not frenetic religious activity
outside yourself but rather inner stillness. Civavaakiyar
wrote, “After Sivam enters my heart and makes it a
temple/ I don’t open my mouth before the people of
the world (I am still)” (v. 32). Aside from learning how

to remain serene siddhars believed that moral behavior
and right conduct were very important. By far the worst
sins are anger, lust, and egoism. According to Zvelebil,
there is only one way to attain salvation and that is
through adequate knowledge. In siddhar thinking
knowledge consists in knowing the self. This is attained
through practice and direct experiment, which can only
be undertaken with the help of a guru. 87 However, the
siddhar system was not really meant for women. In fact,
siddhas were of the opinion that women were to be
considered the most determined enemies of reform.88

Though women were offered various ways they could
discipline their bodies in the Tamil religious system
(such as remaining chaste as a way to protect their hus-
bands in the reproductive world) women did not have
access to mukti or salvation. For a very few women the
discipline of being a devadasi or dancing girl associated
with a temple allowed them to undertake a course of
training to become dancers. According to the autobio-
graphical prabandamu Raadhika, Saantvanamu, the author
Muddu PaLani, writes in Tanjavur in the 1760s that a
devadasi, besides learning the Bhaarata NaTTiyam Shaas-
tra, would learn how to sing Telugu deeshiya raagas, how
to play various stringed instruments, how to show the
various moods in dancing, how to read poems, and how
to compose them. 89 Muddu PaLani reports that not
only was she a devotee of Rama but made donations
liberally to pandits and scholars. Literary works were
also dedicated to her. Her artistic associates praised
her.90 In the words of an early eighteenth century trans-
lator, Ziegenbalg wrote, “ Many of these girls [devadasis]
are of good Parts, and quick of Apprehension.”91

But Ziegenbalg was greatly disturbed by the fact that
devadasis were also seen as prostitutes. On one occasion,
Ziegenbalg publicly denounced the life of the devadasi as
one of great immorality even though he admitted that
they were persons of great competence and learning. 92

It is clear, however, that Ziegenbalg was nevertheless
anxious to encourage the women he met and the girls he
was educating to a greater subjectivity. Ziegenbalg
wanted to create a structure that incited women to
speak. One of those mechanisms was his charity
schools. Another was the chance to ask him questions
when he spoke and to comment on what he said. In his
commentary on the Tamil books, which he read to un-
derstand “the fundamentals of Tamil culture,” Ziegen-
balg mentions the Bhaarata NaTTiyam Shaastra, which
was learned by the devadasis.93 Among Tamil women, he
wrote, the devadasis “alone know how to read and write
the Malabari language, for usually one does not find
women competent in this art except perhaps royal or
noble personages.” Still, in the same breath he contin-
ues, “I have started a Malabari [Tamil] [charity]school in
my house which has more girls than boys, and I am
quite confident the girls will be able to hold their own in
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front of the boys.” 94

It is striking that Ziegenbalg was confronted over and
over again by questions from women in the audience.
Many of the interactions suggest that they considered
him to be a siddhar adept. One day (27 July 1708) when
Ziegenbalg was on his way back to Tarangambadi from
Negapatam, he stopped at a chattiram, a rest house for
travelers. On that occasion, one woman said to him that
even in his last birth Ziegenbalg was a person of great
understanding. Ziegenbalg said that he was born only
once and that to think of repeated births was a way to
delay changing your life by repenting. Another woman
said that Ziegenbalg would never die and that he would
live forever. Ziegenbalg said that this was wrong and
that the only way a person could live forever was by be-
coming a part of the mystical body of Christ.95 Like
wise, according to siddhar thinking, an adept could re-
member his previous life. 96 Moreover, siddhars used a
system of breath control to attain immortality.97

Siddhars also spent effort on their bodies to make them
mature.98 Ziegenbalg’s personal qualities also came un-
der discussion in a number of different contexts, not all
of them favorable to him. Some of the people who lis-
tened to Ziegenbalg found him and what he was trying
to say rather overbearing. On one occasion, he told
them that God was not responsible for sin and corrup-
tion but that each person was chargeable for changing
this. Secondly, though it was true that some persons in
Tamil society led estimable lives and were holy, it was up
to them and not to those other people to change them
selves. One hearer on this occasion said. “We accept
such teaching with gratitude and are eager to hear more,
but you should let us speak more, and insure us that you
will not get angry if we object to something you say.”

Ziegenbalg then said, “I said: you can tell me at any
time what you object to and I promise not to get angry
but instead to let it serve as a reminder. For just as I
would like you to retain the things I tell you which your
conscience convinces you are true, so I see myself
bound in the same way to listen patiently to your objec-
tions to my teachings.” 99

In March 1714 a merchant told Ziegenbalg that the
country did not need the values and practices of the
West. At the end of the session the same merchant said,
“I heartily beg Pardon for my contradicting you so vio-
lently: For I did it to no other end, but to see if I could
once put you into a Fit of Anger; for many told me, that
you were never seen to be in a Passion in any Publick
Dispute.” Ziegenbalg said that doctors never quarrel
with their patients because their job is to cure the sick

-

nesses of the body “with Gentleness and Sweetness of
Behaviour; and ‘tis mine to cure the Diseases of the
Soul with all Long-suffering and patience.”100

Ziegenbalg’s interactions with local people indicate
that he was both criticized and appreciated in a variety

of contexts. It was a process in which what he was do-
ing, his gestures, and what he said were continually be-
ing fitted into a series of subjugated knowledges that
were newly becoming available and locally being used
for new projects. What is important is that Ziegenbalg’s
participation and orientation in these local projects was
coincidentally entirely appropriate to the kind of Tamil
social system that he himself had formulated; one in
which personal decision and choice was critical to the
care of the soul, to the growth of subjectivity.

Foucault says that, “The individual is not to be con-
ceived as a sort of elementary nucleus, a primitive atom,
a multiple and inert material on which power comes to
fasten or against which it happens to strike, and in so
doing subdues or crushes individuals. In fact, it is al-
ready one of the prime effects of power that certain
bodies, certain gestures, certain discourses, certain de-
sires, come to be identified and constituted as individu-
als.”101

What is clear is that Ziegenbalg came to be consti-
tuted as such an individual in early eighteenth century
south India. His function was to take a historic role in
Tarangambadi with specific gestures, behaviors, and dis-
courses. This role was to get the local Tamils to look at
themselves, to take care of themselves. This was the
hermeneutic project. At the same time, his function was
to be the focus of local questions about Western moral
superiority. On one occasion Ziegenbalg was quoting a
variety of Tamil religious works verbatim to convince
his listeners that present Tamil society was religiously
corrupt and degenerate. A listener to Ziegenbalg’s dis-
cussion, a man, said that what he saw of Ziegenbalg’s
behavior showed clearly that his words were good but
his actions, like those of the Tamils themselves, were
bad. The point is that Ziegenbalg’s adoption of Tamil
words, phrases, and authors to convert them convinced
local Tamils that they could see themselves and their
projects in the gestures, actions, and discourse of
Ziegenbalg. But his gestures and behavior also enabled
the local Tamils to tell Ziegenbalg about himself.
Ziegenbalg and the local people were often mirrors of
what they were trying to evoke in each other. But by
being a European who adopted Tamil gestures, words,
and books he exemplified for local people what Euro-
peans could be like.102 At the same time, the kinds of
interaction that this episode represents occurred in hun-
dreds of other contexts and individuals as well.

Further Incitements to Discourse, Decentering the

Project

In 1719 Ziegenbalg died. In 1720 his colleague Ernest
Greundler also died. In the years that followed the mis-
sionaries and local people largely withdrew from each
other. One historian of the Tarangambadi Mission re-
counts that, “If the Tranquebar Mission has been
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changed in our time into a mere school-institution, one
cannot say but that the first Missionaries contributed to
it, as they raised school-teaching to an undue eminence,
and the free publication and preaching of the word
seem to have fallen more and more into the shade.”103

In 1733, for instance some missionaries mentioned that
their main dealings were with farmers (otherwise known
as Paraiyar or Dalit) and towns people. With these peo-
ple it was impossible, said the missionaries, to have a
discourse (the word which they used in the Hallesche
Berichte) with them on godly matters. And it was only
when these people realized that the missionaries sought
to be forthright with them (dass mann treu mit ihnen mey-
net) that they make an attempt to have a discussion or
ask a question).104 In this connection they called the
brahmans ““babblers and debaters”( Schwaetzer und Dis-
putirer). Generally, they said, they found the exercise of
having discussions in the open not useful since they
found people who did not want what the missionaries
offered. As a result the missionaries passed their homes
by so that they did not “cast pearls before swine and
have them trodden underfoot.”105 We cannot in any way
say that dialogic productions came to an end. Rather
there is much more evidence, in fact, that these discur-
sive structures became more widely dispersed.

We know, for instance, that many individuals, but
particularly the païTaarams (priests who were not brah-
mans) deliberately sought out and purchased the palm
leaf manuscripts of Civavaakiyar and systematically de-
stroyed them. One German author in 1919 reported
that “the works of the Siddhars [are] systematically dis-
torted and destroyed by Saivite zealots, particularly the
pandarams,” because these writings spoke out so stri-
dently against the religion that the pandarams believed
in.106 Another report from the middle of the nineteenth
century, W. Taylor’s A Catalogue Raisonné of Oriental
Manuscripts, states that “the ascetics (Pandarams) of the
Saiva class seek after copies of this power [i.e. Civava
akiyar’s PaaTal] with avidity and uniformly destroy every
copy they find, It is in consequence rather scarce and
chiefly preserved by native Christians.”107 It is therefore
clear that far from this “repression” eliminating knowl-
edges, its effect was both to administer silences but also
greatly to broaden and enhance knowledges about the
discussion of Civavaakiyar’s writing and that of the
other siddhars both in the nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries. Silences, after all, are not the limit of dis-
course but rather “an element that functions alongside
the things said, with them and in relation to them within
over-all strategies.”108 It is as a result of the conflicts
that preceded and followed Ziegenbalg in Tarangambadi
that these subjugated knowledges about the moral func-
tion of the microphysical body were brought into dis-
course, not only from siddhar sources but from a large
variety of other sources as well. These incitements rep-

resented the intensification of the operation of local,
capillary knowledges in thousands of different contexts.

In the nineteenth century, another siddhar named
Ramalingaswami (d. 1874) became even more popular
for many of the same ideas that Civavaakiyar was fa-
mous for. Like the siddhar Civavaakiyar, Ramalingas-
wami also scorned traditional religious “brahmanical”
texts. He contended that these texts articulated a hierar-
chical social system where individuals were assigned po-
sitions, which he considered to be unjust. In much the
same way as Civavaakiyar had also argued, Ramalingas-
wami presented a utopian notion of egalitarian society
where Civan or Sivan “dances so that caste, religion,
principles and other doctrinal differences may all disap-
pear.” Ramalingaswami was also famous for his interest
in the need to take care of the body and the need to be
compassionate to poor people who often suffered badly
from starvation. In sum, like Civavaakiyar, Ramalingas-
wami presented ideas from below to encourage people
to take care of their bodies and be compassionate to the
weak.109 In a sense he was both encouraging the devel-
opment of a society but was also providing a model to
the state from below, so that it could adopt projects that
the society itself had begun to adopt and formulate for
itself. Here again, Ramalingaswami’s suggestions and
formulations were articulations of many subjugated
knowledges that became popular because, as Elias says,
they served the urgent needs of the time.

Likewise, in the nineteenth century, after the absorp-
tion of Tanjavur into the Madras Presidency in 1799
and that of the remaining part of the Carnatic in 1801,
the East India Company colonial state took over juridi-
cal control of the area. As soon as the Company took
possession of the Tanjavur area, it sought to develop
techniques to “rectify” the problems that had arisen
during the last days of the Tanjavur raja’s rule and cre-
ate a state that sought the welfare of the population.
One British official, Collector Charles Harris, sought to
typify the interaction between the state and society at
this critical epistemic moment. He wrote, “The works of
the inhabitants (for which they receive the [money] ad-
vances recommended in my letter….The raising of the
banks of the paddy fields, the digging of their small
channels, the manuring of their fields…and their
ploughing and sowing have had as much attention [as I
could give them], and I have no doubt in a fortnight
more the united labours of the circar [the state] and people will
have a most agreeable effect on the face of the country. [My em-
phasis]” 110 Both the state and the society would thereby
seek to protect property and produce both in Tanjavur
and elsewhere.

Antonio Gramsci has pointed to this kind of society
that is filled with individuals who are constantly engaged
in creating a state after the model of the society. Gram-
sci himself wrote that, “If everyone is a legislator in the
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broadest sense of the concept, he continues to be a leg-
islator even if he [or she] accepts directives from oth-
ers—if, as he [or she] carries them out, he [or she]
makes certain that others are carrying them out too; if,
having understood their spirit, he [or she] propagates
them as though making them into rules specifically ap-
plicable to limited and definite zones of living.” 111

Likewise, K.R. Subramaniam, the historian of the
Maratha Tanjavur kingdom, thinking very much in the
Gramscian mode before Gramsci himself formulated
these things, noted: “The people [of twentieth century
Tanjore District] are taught, albeit slowly, that the Gov
ernment is theirs to make or mar, and they can no
longer say ‘what care we if Rama rules or Ravana
rules?’” Subramaniam felt that the relationship between
the society and the state had radically changed after the
Maratha kingdom was incorporated into the Madras
Presidency: “It is no longer its task to build temples and
choultries, or present shawls to pandits and musicians. It
has no Gods and does not belong to any caste.” He also
argued that

There was a liberal spirit of toleration. Arbitration
was cheap, quick and useful in its results. The local
commonwealths went on undisturbed by central
changes, and the evils of centralisation and over-
grown officialdom were absent. Peace, the bulk of
the people always enjoyed as only the capital was af-
fected by the invasions. Justice, as it was adminis-
tered, the people were eminently satisfied with. They
were not ruled as they are to-day, and they felt the
presence of the central Government only through its
usual taxes and occasional benefactions. There was
no army of clerks and civil officials who constitute
to-day the second line of defense. 112

What Subramaniam is speaking about is of course the
growth of local capillary knowledges that bound both
the state and the society together. I am suggesting that
local microphysical subjugated knowledges about health
and discipline were the basis of a development of soci-
ety in both Tanjavur and Tamil Nadu generally, that
gradually transformed the state from below. The sover-
eignty of the Maratha raja-state was never as strong or
as monolithic as we have thought. At the same time, as
capillary knowledges worked their way through the
population, contrary to those who think otherwise, in
Tanjavur and all over what became Tamil Nadu they
began more and more to inform the relation of the state
and the society. Therefore the creation of Gramsci’s
“hegemony” to produce consent and dominance was a
result not of the juridical power of the state but the
active technologies of the Tamil self operating as indi-
vidual legislators. In the long term, these Tamil tech

-

nologies of the self paved the way to enable Tamil Nad
to reach zero population growth in the 1990s. For
Tamils, development was freedom.
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